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2014 was an exciting year for Indonesia, with the country riveted by the 
closest presidential election in its history. Coming at a time of mounting 
economic challenges, it was important for AmCham Indonesia and its 
members to grasp the country’s political dynamics as we watched the 
process unfold. 

Throughout the year, AmCham assisted its members in understanding 
the next steps for Indonesia. Numerous discussions with key political 
players, policy makers, government officials and the media helped us to 
stay abreast of complex developments and the potential impact of the 
elections on business policy. Cumulatively, our engagement with opinion 
leaders and Indonesian officials helped AmCham understand the likely 
directions to be taken by the new government. 

These efforts culminated on November 12 when AmCham and the US 
Chamber of Commerce – along with our partners in Apindo and Kadin 
– sponsored the first meeting between major US investors and the new 
government during the US-Indonesia Investment Summit in Jakarta. 

The Summit was part of a year-long US-Indonesian Investment 
Initiative undertaken by AmCham and the US Chamber at the urging of 
the Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM). As part of the 
Summit, AmCham and the US Chamber partnered with Paramadina 
Public Policy Institute to produce a report entitled, “Indonesia’s New 
Path: Promoting Investment, Nurturing Prosperity” that outlined ways to 
unlock more US investment in Indonesia. 

The response was overwhelming, with major US companies 
sponsoring the Summit and enthusiastic cabinet ministers and other 
officials giving their time and energy to discussions that will lay the basis 
for ongoing cooperation. 

Throughout 2014, I was pleased to see our hard work pay off through 
crucial dialogues on important issues for US companies, especially in 
terms of clarifying regulations and laws that often seem to slow down 
rather than promote investment. With the support of many leading US 
companies through our Platinum Benefactors program, AmCham has 
seen its membership and influence grow in recent years. 

I wish to take a moment to note the departure of Andrew White, 
who has led AmCham as its Managing Director since 2012 and has 
been the architect of our resurgence as the advocate of choice for our 
members’ interests. Thank you, Andrew, for a job well done! I also want 
to welcome aboard A Lin Neumann, Andrew’s successor as AmCham’s 
new Managing Director. 

Finally, I want to express my appreciation to our dedicated Board of 
Governors, our loyal members and our fine staff – you are the people 
who make AmCham grow and prosper.

Sincerely, 

Brian Arnold
President, AmCham Indonesia

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Throughout 2014, I was 
pleased to see our hard 
work pay off through 
crucial dialogues on 
important issues for 
US companies
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YEAR IN REvIEw YEAR IN REvIEw

In this legislative and 
presidential election year, policy 
considerations in Indonesia 
largely took a back seat to 
political campaigning. Throughout 
the exciting, exuberant and 
peaceful process that brought 
a new government to power 
under President Joko Widodo, 
AmCham Indonesia and its 
member companies watched 
developments with keen interest. 

We were, of course, 
sharply aware that populism, 
protectionism and nationalism 
were dominant themes embraced 
by all political parties in the run up 
to elections, and they influenced 
the regulatory environment as 
well. 

Nearly 250 draft laws made 
their way to the House of 
Representatives (DPR), and 
the government and its various 

AmCham in 2014: A Year of Transition 
By Andrew White, AmCham Indonesia 
Managing Director

ministries issued an equal number 
of regulations. While less than 
half of the bills introduced were 
voted on, many of those that were   
along with numerous government 
regulations created significant 
challenges to investing and doing 
business in Indonesia.

Early in the year, the DPR 
approved the Law on Industry and 
the Law on Trade. These laws, and 
other regulations subsequently 
passed, have created challenges 
in the form of non-tariff barriers, 
lengthy, unclear and bureaucratic 
procedures and other protectionist 
measures. They combined to 
make it more difficult for foreign 
companies to operate businesses 
and import products, equipment 
and machinery. 

In the extractive sector, onerous 
government regulations in the 
mining sector brought mineral 

exports to a halt for much of the 
year, and numerous additional 
regulations and bureaucratic 
procedures in the oil and gas 
sector significantly slowed new 
projects and production.

Across other sectors, laws and 
regulations relating to agriculture, 
labeling, distribution, retail, 
banking, insurance and product 
certification generally slowed 
business activity, investment and 
job creation. The end result is 
that in the third quarter of 2014, 
year-on-year GDP grew just 5.01 
percent, the slowest growth rate 
since 2009 and, largely due to 
the stoppage in mineral exports 
and a decline in oil production, 
Indonesia’s current account deficit 
rose year-on-year from $6.09 
billion in 3Q2013 to $6.835 billion 
in 3Q2014.

Against this backdrop, 

AmCham Indonesia worked 
hard throughout the year to 
keep our members informed 
and up-to-date on regulatory 
matters and to advocate on 
issues of concern to them. We 
provided numerous platforms to 
engage with key stakeholders, 
and we continued to emphasize 
the important contribution that 
US business and investment is 
making to Indonesia’s economic 
development.

US-Indonesia Investment 
Initiative

Following the successful release 
of our AmCham Indonesia-US 
Chamber of Commerce study, 
“Partners in Prosperity: US 
Investment in Indonesia” in 
October 2013, AmCham and the 
US Chamber, along with Indonesia 
Investment Coordinating Board 
(BKPM) Chairman Mahendra 
Siregar and leadership from the 
Indonesia Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (Kadin) and the 
Indonesian Employers Association 
(Apindo) formally launched the 
US-Indonesia Investment Initiative 
on May 1 at the US Chamber’s 
offices in Washington, DC. 

The year-long initiative 
focused on implementing 
recommendations from the 2013 
report in six specific sectors: 
extractive, consumer goods, IT, 
financial services, agriculture, and 
pharmaceuticals and life sciences. 
These sectors represent most of 
the $65 billion invested by US 
companies over the past nine 
years and the majority of the $61-
plus billion US companies plan to 
invest in the next few years.  

Within the initiative framework, 
working committees were formed 
to represent these key sectors, 
led by member companies of 
the US Chamber and AmCham 
Indonesia. Frequent meetings took 
place throughout the year between 
AmCham, the US Chamber, Kadin 
and BKPM to align our roadmap for 
improving the investment climate. 

These included half-day 
sessions in Jakarta and 
Washington with BKPM, Kadin 

and member companies, and a 
half-day focus group discussion in 
September with BKPM, member 
companies and Paramadina 
Public Policy Institute (PPPI), 
an Indonesian think tank that 
wrote the AmCham-US Chamber 
report, and led the work of the 
committees. 

PPPI also drove the sectoral 
committees, and interviewed 
a wide range of stakeholders, 
including government officials, 
Indonesian opinion leaders and 
leadership from US companies. 

With the input gathered, and 
analysis conducted by its policy 
team, Paramadina prepared a 
new report and roadmap for 
future investment, “Indonesia’s 
New Path: Promoting Investment, 
Nurturing Prosperity,” which it 
presented at a US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit on November 
12 at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
in Jakarta. The summit was 
the first opportunity for major 
foreign investors to meet the new 
government.

During the one-day summit, 
senior executives from US and 
Indonesian companies, along with 
PPPI, AmCham, the US Chamber, 
Kadin and Apindo, engaged with 
Vice President Jusuf Kalla, several 
cabinet ministers, academics and 
policy makers on ways to improve 

the business environment and 
increase investment in Indonesia.

AmCham Committees at Work

Given all of the government’s 
regulatory activity, AmCham’s 
committees were kept 
busy throughout the year.  
They met regularly to keep 
member companies informed 
on developments in their 
respective sectors and several 
actively engaged with policy 
makers to provide input and 
recommendations. 

Our committees helped 
AmCham to monitor and provide 
input to the government on several 
important regulations, including 
BKPM’s Negative Investment List, 
regulations related to data centers, 
product labeling, automotive 
fuel standards, healthcare 
coverage, food imports and halal 
certification, to name only a few. 

Meetings with Opinion Leaders

Throughout the year, we provided 
our members with numerous 
opportunities to engage with 
senior Indonesian and US 
government officials at breakfasts, 
lunches and other special events 
hosted by AmCham. 

Engagements included a 
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visit to Bandung to help lead an 
information and communications 
technologies (ICT) roundtable 
with Mayor Ridwan Kamil and 
AmCham ICT member companies; 
a memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) signing ceremony between 
AmCham and the Indonesian Red 
Cross, then chaired by current 
Vice President Jusuf Kalla; and 
a leadership gathering with then 
coordinating economic minister 
Chairul Tanjung, US Ambassador 
Bob Blake and other chambers.

We gave our members 
access to visiting Congressional 
delegations from the US and 
meetings with the Office 
of the United States Trade 
Representative (USTR) here in 
Jakarta; a Pharmaceutical and Life 
Sciences Committee dinner with 
then Vice Minister of Health Dr 
Ali Ghufron; a Small and Medium 
Sized Enterprises Committee 
lunch with Airlangga Hartato, 
then Chair of DPR Commission 
VI (trade, industry and SOEs) and 
numerous others. 

In all of our engagements, 
AmCham was able to create 
effective platforms that allowed 
our members to build on 
established relations, engage in 
constructive dialogue and set the 
stage for continued discussions 
with key stakeholders.

Visible Media Presence

In 2014, AmCham invested 
considerable attention to our 
media presence, which provided 
another platform to deliver 
messages to key opinion leaders 
and the public at large. 

Indonesia’s elections put 
the country in the global media 
spotlight through much of the 
year, and AmCham leaders 
provided frequent and ongoing 
commentary to international TV 
and print media on business 
opportunities and challenges 
related to the political transition.  

AmCham was a regular op-
ed contributor to the Jakarta 
Globe and The Jakarta Post 
and AmCham leaders were 
regularly quoted in publications 

such as The Wall Street Journal, 
the Financial Times and The 
New York Times, highlighting 
member concerns. Our leadership 
also appeared frequently on 
international TV and radio news 
programs including Bloomberg, 
Reuters, the BBC, and MSNBC. 

AmCham also brought on 
board an experienced Indonesian 
journalist, Mary Silaban, in 2014 
as our communications head, and 
this has allowed us to deepen our 
communication efforts and reach 
out more directly to the Indonesian 
language media. 

During the second half of 2014, 
we conducted editorial board 
meetings with Koran Tempo, 
Kompas and The Jakarta Post 
(the first by a foreign chamber). 
As a result we have now begun to 
engage regularly one-on-one with 
Indonesian journalists to tell the 
American investment story and 
improve the image of American 
companies.

AmCham’s online biweekly 
newsletter has become a 
must-read with stakeholders, 
including local and international 
media, government officials 
and our members. Frequently 
AmCham receives calls from both 
international and local journalists 
who have read an article in our 

YEAR IN REvIEw

newsletter and decide to write 
a follow-up story based on our 
reporting. 

Transition to a New Managing 
Director

I was brought on board by 
AmCham’s board of governors in 
2012 to lead AmCham through a 
three-year rebuilding campaign 
to help us deliver on our mission 
“to become the advocate of 
choice for our member’s business 
interests.”  

Personally and professionally, 
the past three years have been an 
exciting and rewarding journey. 
During this time, AmCham’s 
membership has increased from 
450 to 600 members. AmCham 
today, through the relationships 

We have now begun to 
engage one-on-one with 
Indonesian journalists 
to tell the American 
investment story
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YEAR IN REvIEw

we have developed with partner 
organizations such as the 
US Chamber, Kadin, Apindo, 
EuroCham, and KoCham (the 
Korean Chamber of Commerce in 
Indonesia) and through the active 
participation of our members, the 
dedication of our committees and 
the tireless efforts of our staff, 
is well on its way to reaching its 
goal. 

As I prepare to hand over 
the reins to my successor, I 
am particularly grateful for the 
generous support AmCham has 
received during our rebuilding 
phase from a small but committed 
group of outstanding companies 
who share AmCham’s vision 
and are committed to helping us 
achieve this vision. 

These companies are: BCA, 
Cargill, CAT, Chevron, Coca-Cola, 
ConocoPhilips, ExxonMobil, EY, 
Freeport, GM, HM Sampoerna 
Johnson & Johnson and 
Newmont. 

I leave AmCham with the 
satisfaction of knowing that its 
critical rebuilding is well underway. 
A strong foundation has been 

built in these past three years 
for AmCham to be a leading and 
effective advocate.  

This has been a team effort 
in the American tradition. Our 
rebuilding would not have 
succeeded without the financial 
and leadership support of our 
most dedicated corporate 
sponsors mentioned above. It 
would not have occurred without 
the support and commitment 
of our leadership team. And it 
would not have occurred without 
the dedication and commitment 
to excellence of the entire staff 
of professionals in our office led 
by our Executive Director Sarah 
Howe. 

Finally, I am delighted in the 
board’s choice of A Lin Neumann 
to succeed me. Lin comes to 
AmCham with a background 
in media and a well-earned 
reputation as a leading Indonesia 
expert and network builder. 

I leave you confident that 
AmCham is in the best of hands 
to ensure its continued evolution 
as your advocate of choice in 
Indonesia.

AMCHAM_CONGRATULARY-ADS_160x270mm.pdf   1   10/21/14   3:58 PM

This ad originally appeared in The Jakarta Post on October 22
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vISIbIlITY

Another of AmCham Indonesia’s 
strategic objectives is to advance 
the image of US business through 
promotion and advocacy on 
a range of issues. As a result, 
in 2014 we continued our 
successful campaigns, including 
the Washington DC Door-
Knock visits, as well as hosting 
delegations to Indonesia and 
further strengthening ties between 
our members and the local 
community.

Knocking on DC’s Doors

AmCham Indonesia conducted its 
second DC Door Knock February 

Advancing the Image of 
US Businesses

21 to 28, when Managing Director 
Andrew White, First Vice President 
Arian Ardie and governor and 
chair of the Trade and Investment 
Committee Doug Ramage 
represented the interests of US 
companies doing business in 
Indonesia with various leaders 
and officials in Washington, DC 
including members of Congress, 
administration officials, lobbyists, 
executives from the private sector 
and the Indonesian Embassy. 

“We found the visit to be 
very useful for our stakeholders, 
our members, and the US and 
Indonesia governments,” said 
AmCham Indonesia Managing 

Director Andrew White. “This 
visit provided an opportunity 
for AmCham to deliver the right 
message to our US stakeholders.”

The AmCham delegation 
attended more than 30 meetings 
during the five-day trip, presenting 
three agenda items: socializing 
DC stakeholders with the 2013 
“Partners in Prosperity” report on 
US FDI and its recommendations; 
encouraging companies to 
participate in the US-Indonesia 
Investment Initiative; and briefing 
the DC offices of our member 
companies on political and 
economic developments in 
Indonesia and relevant regulatory 

challenges. 
Meeting with the administration 

of President Barack Obama, 
AmCham became privy to the 
assessment of senior officials 
on the overall US-Indonesia 
relationship, in particular in 
relation to commerce and trade. 
By meeting with members of 
Congress, AmCham gathered 
information about upcoming 
US policies that may impact 
our members and gauged 
Congressional members’ interest 
in deepening the bilateral 
relationship with Indonesia. 
AmCham also emphasized the 
need for more frequent high-level 
visits by US officials to Indonesia. 

The private sector showed 
great interest in our Indonesia 
updates, and AmCham met 
with representatives from GM, 
Chevron, Experian, Freeport, Dell, 
Citi, Cargill and many more; we 
underlined the important findings 
in the “Partners in Prosperity” 
report.  

US-Indonesia Investment 
Initiative

AmCham’s initiative to deepen US 
investment in Indonesia through 
policy dialogue also gained 
ground in 2014 as we embarked 
on a year-long US-Indonesia 
Investment Initiative at the urging 
of BKPM. The initiative is aimed at 
identifying roadblocks to greater 
US investment and hopefully 
helping to clear the way through 
discussion and offering positive 
policy solutions. 

The initiative  grew out of 
the 2013 study “Partners in 
Prosperity: US Investment 
in Indonesia,” prepared by 
AmCham in collaboration with 
the US Chamber of Commerce, 
Paramadina Public Policy Institute 
(PPPI), Gadjah Mada University 
and Ernst & Young. 

Involving small group 
discussions, interviews and 
presentations with officials, 
companies and local partners, 

Out and About with AmCham

By meeting with members of 
Congress, we gathered information 
about upcoming US policies that 
may impact our members
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in 2014 the initiative led to 
November’s US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit. Ahead of the 
headline-grabbing event AmCham 
Indonesia and the US Chamber 
commissioned PPPI, led by 
scholar Wijayanto Samirin, to write 
a follow-up report, “Indonesia’s 
New Path: Promoting Investment, 
Nurturing Prosperity,” which 
provided key recommendations 
to the government of President 
Joko Widodo based on the input 
of more than 20 US companies 
working in Indonesia. 

Hosting US Visitors

Throughout the year we also 
hosted a number of US officials 
visiting Jakarta.

In August, we held a lunch for a 
visiting Congressional delegation 
of Rodney Frelinghuysen (R-NJ), 
Kay Granger (R-TX), Ken Calvert 
(R-CA) and Jim Moran (D-VA). We 
also hosted a talk by Christine 
Brown, Director of Southeast 
Asia and Pacific Affairs, at the 
Office of the United States Trade 
Representative (USTR). AmCham 
conducted regular briefings with 
various business and official 
visitors at the urging of our 
partners. 

Education and the Community 

AmCham also takes very seriously 
the need to foster involvement 
in the local community through 
corporate social responsibility 
programs. In March, we teamed 
up with The Indonesian Red 
Cross (PMI) to strengthen support 
for its humanitarian mission 
through a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) signed by 
then PMI Chairman Jusuf Kalla 
and AmCham First Vice President 
Arian Ardie. 

Our mission was more than 
just conventional donation 
support, but to take a more active 
involvement in PMI programs 
such as disaster management, 
health, training, capacity building, 
promotions and communication. 
We also aim to support PMI’s new 
Corporate Volunteers program.

Another initiative in 2014 was 
the inaugural AmCham Indonesia/
Universitas Pelita Harapan 
(UPH) scholarship for the UPH-
Beijing University International 
Executive Masters in Business 
Administration (MBA) program in 
Indonesia for AmCham members. 
Some 10 people made it to the 
interview stage and UPH selected 
Ferdinand Tjongoro of Dow 
Industrial Solutions in Jakarta as 
the scholarship recipient.  

The class started in August 
and the program runs for one 
year, including a week studying 
at Beijing University in China. The 
program was so popular, UPH and 
AmCham introduced the second 
batch in October.

Education is also a great 
priority for AmCham through 
the work of the Education 
and Workforce Development 
Committee, co-chaired by Zoey 
Breslar, Andrew Winoto and 
Scott Hanna, which organized a 
number of events from lunch talks 
to movie screenings and a career 
fair with the aim of addressing 
educational development in 
Indonesia. 

On June 3, the committee 
organized a movie screening of 
“Girl Raising” at @america, an 
Intel sponsored movie, and it was 
followed by a panel discussion 
on education featuring Deva 
Rachman (Intel Indonesia), Katri 

vISIbIlITY

Krisnati (ExxonMobil Indonesia), 
Marc Lucet (UNICEF Indonesia) 
and Sylvana Apituley (National 
Commission on Women). 

Looking forward to 2015, we 
are pleased to announce the new 
“AmCham Fellows Program,” 
which is designed to promote 
collaboration and information 
exchange between our corporate 
partners, relevant government 
institutions and other stakeholders 
by hosting Fellows in the AmCham 
office who will work on important 
policy and business issues. 

The program will be run in 
collaboration with Koperasi 
Siswa Bangsa, an arm of the 
Putera Sampoerna Foundation, 
and sponsors from AmCham 
member companies. Watch for 
further details on this exciting and 
innovative program!
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vISIbIlITY

The foundations were built with our groundbreaking foreign direct 
investment (FDI) report in October 2013, it gained momentum with the 
launch of the US-Indonesia Investment Initiative in May of this year and hit a 
home run with the US-Indonesia Investment Summit in November.

When our 2013 “Partners in Prosperity: US Investment in Indonesia” 
report revealed that from 2004 to 2012 US FDI in Indonesia totaled $65 
billion, making the US potentially the largest investor in the country over that 
period, Indonesians took note.

On May 1, 2013 we launched the US-Indonesia Investment Initiative 
in Washington, DC to follow up on the recommendations of the report. 
AmCham Indonesia and the US Chamber of Commerce, along with BKPM 
Chairman Mahendra Siregar and leadership from Kadin and Apindo kick-
started the initiative.

Over the next few months discussions were held, working committees in 
key sectors were established, opinions were sought and data was gathered. 

Paramadina Public Policy Institute, which helped compile the original FDI 
report, worked with each committee to develop their recommendations. 

The recommendations then formed the basis of an investment roadmap 
report, “Indonesia’s New Path: Promoting Investment, Nurturing Prosperity,” 
which Paramadina prepared and formally presented at the US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit on November 12 in Jakarta.

The Path to Prosperity: 
US FDI in Indonesia

1.  US FDI report launch, October 2013
2.  US-Indonesia Investment Initiative kick-off 

meeting with BKPM in Jakarta, February 2014

3.  US government and company engagement in 
Washington, DC, February

4.  US-Indonesia Energy Dialogue and Initiative 
discussions with BKPM and companies in 
Washington, DC, April 

5.  Focus group discussions and meetings with policy 
makers to discuss policy recommendations, 
February-September

6.  Interviews with companies by sector to determine 
issues and recommendations, February-
September

7.  US-Indonesia Investment Summit, November 12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



When Joko Widodo was confirmed 
as Indonesian President in October, 
it was widely believed by most 
analysts, both domestic and 
foreign, that the new administration 
would be more friendly to direct 
foreign investment (FDI) than 
its predecessor. But nagging 
doubts lingered that maybe this 
new political dawn for Indonesia 
might still cling to some of its old 
bureaucratic, protectionist ways.

The early signs from the new 
administration, however, have been 
good. President Jokowi impressed 
world leaders at the APEC summit 
in Beijing in early November when 
he issued an open invitation to 
global business leaders to come 
and invest in the nation.

A day or so later, AmCham 
Indonesia had its turn to interact 
with the new government during the 
US-Indonesia Investment Summit. 
Co-sponsored by AmCham, the 
US Chamber of Commerce, Kadin 
and Apindo, the November 12 
summit brought more than 20 major 
US companies, Indonesian firms, 
US diplomats, policymakers and 
others together for discussions with 
numerous ministers from the new 
cabinet. 

‘Trust this Government,’ 
Ministers Tell AmCham’s 
Investment Summit 

In partnership with the Indonesia 
Investment Coordinating Board 
(BKPM), the summit was held at the 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Jakarta 
and was the first gathering of major 
investors in Jakarta to meet the 
Jokowi cabinet.

The summit saw there was 
substance behind Jokowi’s words 
at APEC, with seven ministers 
participating and Vice President 
Jusuf Kalla hosting a private 
discussion with representatives 
from the summit at his office. 

“We need to encourage 
potential investors to trust us, to 
trust this government,” State-
Owned Enterprises Minister Rini 
Soemarno told the summit during 
an evening speech, summing up 
the atmosphere of partnership both 
sides brought to the event. 

Identifying Solutions

The summit was also the occasion 
for the release of “Indonesia’s 
New Path: Promoting Investment, 
Nurturing Prosperity,” a report 
prepared by Paramadina Public 
Policy Institute containing specific 
policy recommendations based 
on in-depth interviews with US 

investors and others geared 
toward creating a more welcoming 
investment climate. The study’s 
recommendations covered multiple 
sectors including agriculture, 
consumer goods, information 
technology, financial services, and 
extractive industries.  

US Ambassador Robert Blake in 
his opening remarks spoke of US 
President Barack Obama’s hopes 
for closer investment ties between 
the two countries.

“The US wants to be a strong 
partner with Indonesia and help 
achieve its goals and ambitious 
reform agenda, and there is no 
more important way that we can 
help to create prosperity and 
opportunity for our two peoples 
than through expanding our trade 
and investment ties.”

Blake also spoke of his hope 
that “improving infrastructure, 
streamlining permits and increasing 
transparency” would help make 
Indonesia more attractive to foreign 
investors.

Himawan Hariyoga, deputy 
chairman of BKPM, spoke of how 
President Jokowi sees increasing 
foreign investment as one of his key 
programs. 

“Attracting the right kind of 
investment is now a challenge,” he 
said. “We need quality investment 
which contributes value-added 
activities for natural resources, 
builds human resource quality, 
deepens infrastructure, develops 
green industries, small and medium 
enterprises and regional economic 
development in the eastern 
Indonesian region.”

Abdurrahman M Fathir, the 
deputy foreign minister, fleshed this 
out further by saying Jokowi is keen 
to attract investment by simplifying 
bureaucracy and making doing 
business in Indonesia easier for 
foreign firms.

“Indonesia has expressed its 
commitment to a simpler licensing 
process,” he said. “President 
Joko Widodo is promoting a one-
roof service. He has talked to all 
governors and heads of districts to 
help investors deal with licensing, 
and he also wants to ensure good 
governance, transparency and 
accountability.”

Transportation minister Ignasius 
Jonan spoke of his commitment to 
streamline the licensing process for 
permits, while Indroyono Soesilo, 
the first coordinating minister for 
maritime affairs, took it a stage 
further.

“If you have a problem with land 
acquisition, let us know,” he said. 
“The same goes for permits and 
licenses; let us know if you need 
guarantees from the government. 
You can come to the respective 
ministers, or if you need cross-
sector [permits], call me.”

The ministers’ comments 
on easing the process of doing 
business were a breath of fresh 
air for delegates representing 
US companies. Time and again 
during the day’s speeches and 
panel discussions, on subjects 
ranging from natural resources 
and foreign investment to helping 
SMEs and the creative economy, 
eliminating obstacles to value-
added investment and advancing 
technology and human capital 
investment, previous procedural 
complexities were mentioned as 
worries for companies.

In his keynote speech, finance 
minister Bambang Brodjonegoro 
spoke of his desire to attract 
foreign investment to add value 

to Indonesian companies and 
industries through knowledge 
transfer, but also with an equitable 
share of prosperity for both sides; 
he too stressed the importance of 
cutting permit complexities and 
waiting times. 

Getting it Done 

The theme of introducing a 
no-nonsense, get-things-done 
approach to governance was a 
constant backdrop to the day. If the 
feeling is sustained, it could be a 
glimpse of what the political future 
might hold for Indonesia. 

Those attending the packed 
summit were also impressed by the 
time each minister gave to side-
meetings with investors in small 
groups. In those smaller groups, 
company representatives had the 
chance to hear details about the 
minister’s agendas and discuss past 
issues and common solutions. 

In addition to the ministers, 
two rising national political figures 
also shared insights on regional 
development from their home 
towns. 

Tri Rismaharini, the Mayor 
of Surabaya, and Bandung 
Mayor Ridwan Kamil both gave 
presentations on their strategies 
to develop the economies of their 
respective cities through a mixture 

of innovation, common sense, and 
the reduction of bureaucracy   all 
motivated by a desire to better the 
lives of the people who voted them 
into office.

The final words of the day went 
to Rini Soemarno, the minister 
of state-owned enterprises, who 
spoke at the gala dinner, giving her 
take on why FDI is so important for 
Indonesia. 

“The ministers [who spoke 
today] have given you the programs 
of the president, how they are 
implementing the policies of the 
president,” she said. “And I am the 
one who executes the policies, to 
be the partner with all of you.”

Rini spoke of her hope that 
investors and potential investors will 
look beyond the problems of the 
past with bureaucracy, permits and 
other issues. The past is past, she 
said, and Jokowi is bringing a new 
perspective to doing business in 
Indonesia.

“What we want to do is 
business” she said. “We want to 
do business as soon as possible 
because our country needs your 
investment. The future is really 
about ensuring that we can work 
together, communicate better 
and work together on solving any 
obstacles.

“So I would hope that I can 
encourage all of you to really open 
yourselves up, even if you had 
some disappointments in the past, 
please look at now and our new 
perspective. I am confident that 
after today you will have a much 
better feeling than you had before. 

“That is how confident we are in 
our president and his programs.”
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If you have a problem 
with land acquisition, 
let us know



One of the secrets of successful 
business in Indonesia is having 
the kind of connections and 
relationships that build trust and 
help get things done. AmCham 
Indonesia understands the value 
of meeting the right people in the 
right place. To best facilitate these 
vital interactions, we regularly 
organize a number of networking 
events. 

Breaking Bread 

Our various committees organize 
breakfast and lunchtime briefings 

AmCham Connects People
that bring industry stakeholders 
and our member companies 
together to discuss relevant issues. 
Guests may include officials 
visiting from Washington, DC, local 
politicians, business figures or 
senior government leaders. 

Often we welcome distinguished 
speakers to the events. In 
November, the Pharmaceutical and 
Life Sciences Committee organized 
a luncheon on the new Social 
Security Administering Body (BJPS) 
featuring one of the architects of 
the new universal health insurance 
plan, Prof. Hasbullah Thabrany of 

the School of Public Health at the 
University of Indonesia. Earlier in 
the year, the committee also hosted 
a dinner with Vice Minister of 
Health, Prof. Dr. Ali Ghufron Mukti, 
a key player in health reform in the 
last government. 

Other distinguished speakers 
featured during the year were 
Golkar politician Airlangga 
Hartarto, then-chair of the House of 
Representatives (DPR) Commission 
VI, hosted by the Trade and 
Investment Committee; Christine 
Brown, Director of SE Asia & Pacific 
Affairs, the office of the United 
States Trade Representative; and 
I Gusti Agung Wesaka Puja, head 
of the Directorate General for 
ASEAN Cooperation at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, hosted by the 
ASEAN Committee. 

Networking Evenings 

AmCham also hosted 12 
networking evenings at various 
venues in Jakarta during 2014. 
The level of participation is always 
high, averaging over 100 guests per 
event. AmCham greatly appreciates 
the sponsor support we receive to 
help organize these evenings.  

Our members and their guests 
look forward to these evenings as 
a chance to let their hair down, 
meet old friends and build new 
relationships within the AmCham 
community. 

On the eve of the US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit, AmCham and 
the US Chamber of Commerce 
hosted a kick-off cocktail reception 
attended by members of the House 
of Representatives, Indonesian 
business leaders, government 
officials from both countries and 
AmCham members. 

Perhaps our biggest reception 
of the year was in November, 
two days before the annual 
Thanksgiving Day Golf Tournament. 
The event brought together 
tournament golfers with the wider 
AmCham community. It was also 
the last reception of the year 
before the Annual General Meeting 
and our board of governors 
election, thus making it an informal 
campaign event for candidates 
seeking election. 

The US-Indonesia Energy 
Policy Dialogue

The US-Indonesia Energy Policy 
Dialogue takes place every two 
years, alternating between the US 
and Indonesia. This year it was 
held on April 30 in Washington, 
DC. The purpose of the dialogue 
is to coordinate bilateral energy 
policy and programs. Primarily a 
government-to-government event, 
AmCham, the US Chamber of 
Commerce and the US-ASEAN 
Business Council were invited to 
a discussion with the government 
delegations led by vice minister 
of energy Susilo Siswoutomo 
and deputy assistant energy 
secretary Phyllis Yoshida. The 
AmCham delegation was led 

by governors Arian Ardie and 
Jon Gibbs. Member companies 
attending included ExxonMobil, 
ConocoPhillips and Chevron. 
A welcome reception for the 
Indonesian delegations was held 
in the evening, attended by the 
vice minister and representatives 
of Chevron, ConocoPhillips and 
BP Indonesia among others. 

Platinum Dinners 

AmCham also hosted a number 
of Platinum Member Dinners with 
distinguished speakers such as 
Pramono Anung of the PDI-P; 
Kuntoro Mangkusubroto, the 
head of the Presidential Unit for 
Development, Supervision and 
Oversight (UKP4); M Luthfi, then 
Minister of Trade and retired Gen. 
Luhut Panjaitan, economic and 
political advisor to President Joko 
Widodo.  

Start Receiving Member Benefits and 
Join AmCham Today

To apply to become an AmCham Indonesia member, please 
download and fill out the application form (http://amcham.
or.id/apply) and send it to the Executive Office via email at 
membership@amcham.or.id or at our office, which is located at 
World Trade Center 1, 11th Floor, Jalan Jenderal Sudirman Kav. 
29-31, Jakarta, Indonesia 12920. 
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In 2014, AmCham Indonesia 
built on one of its strategic 
objectives: to support the success 
of our members’ enterprises by 
identifying and then focusing 
on key issues that improve the 
business climate. We did this by 
engaging with key stakeholders, 
including the Indonesian and 
United States governments and 
other chambers of commerce on 
issues of mutual interest.

Through our various 
committees, in 2014 we brought 
our point of view on the most 
important issues facing US 
companies to the most important 
players inside and outside of 
government. This engagement 
included the negative investment 

ADvocAcY

Communication and Dialogue 
Further Business Interests

list (DNI), Indonesian labeling 
of imported goods, engaging 
with the domestic aerospace 
market, education, e-business, 
food security and a greater 
understanding of the impact of 
the forthcoming ASEAN Economic 
Community 2015.

Negative Investment List

Of the new laws, regulations and 
policies issued by the government 
this year, the new Industry and 
Trade Laws and the revised DNI 
arguably had the most impact on 
investors. On June 12, AmCham’s 
Trade and Investment Committee, 
led by Doug Ramage (Bower 
Group Asia), met with Indonesia 

Investment Coordinating Board 
(BKPM) Deputy Chairman Farah 
Indriani to raise concerns and 
listen to clarifications about the 
DNI. The meeting was attended by 
20 AmCham company members. 
As a follow up, AmCham 
submitted recommendations in a 
white paper to BKPM on June 24. 

Labeling of Imported Goods 

In 2012, the Ministry of Trade 
(MoT) issued regulation No 
62/2012 stating that businesses 
that produce or import goods 
to be traded in the domestic 
market are obliged to attach 
labels written in Bahasa Indonesia 
before they can enter Indonesia’s 
customs area. In 2013, this was 
superseded by regulation 67/2013 
which removed an exception 
clause that allowed Bahasa 
Indonesia labeling to be affixed 
at warehouses after customs 
clearance. The new regulation 
states that all Indonesian labels 
must be affixed in the country of 
origin.

This was a challenge felt 
most notably by the automotive 
industry, where parts for one 
vehicle can come from five 
countries or more. To address 
the issue, our Automotive 
Committee consulted extensively 
with the Directorate General 
of Trade and the Indonesian 
Automotive Industry Association. 
In September 2014, Ford and 
GM received exemptions on the 
labeling issue.  

The Domestic Aerospace 
Market 

In response to Indonesia’s 
increasing expenditures on 
defense and aerospace, in 2014 
we established an Aerospace 
Committee to address the unique 
opportunities and challenges 
faced by US aerospace and 
defense companies. 

A consensus was reached at 
the committee’s first meeting in 
February 2014 to focus on several 
important issues: advocacy for 
fair and transparent government 

acquisitions and the impact of 
offset policy; improved bilateral 
ties between the US and the 
Indonesian government, including 
the signing of a Communications 
and Information Security 
Memorandum of Agreement; 
and difficulties in accessing 
customers. 

Throughout the year, the 
committee held meetings with 
senior Indonesian and US 
government officials and hosted 
events for visiting officials from the 
United States Pacific Command. 
The committee also met with 
EuroCham’s leadership to develop 
a joint program to promote 
Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) and European Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA) standards.

Education 

The Education and Workforce 
Development Committee, co-
chaired by Zoey Breslar, Andrew 
Winoto and Scott Hanna, 
organized a series of meetings 
and networking events in 2014. 
In February, it hosted a meeting 
that looked at the impact of US 
direct foreign investment (FDI) on 
the Indonesian economy, and in 
April it launched a new partnership 
database. 

The committee also invited 
major US companies to join the 
meetings, and in September, 
Intel and New Zealand’s Massey 
University made presentations to 
the committee. In November, the 
committee organized a successful 

career fair at @america. 

Open E-Business 

The Internet is a major growth 
engine, particularly for small and 
medium sized enterprises (SMEs), 
but Indonesia is still in something 
of a regulatory muddle with regard 
to e-commerce. At the beginning 
of the year, AmCham rolled 
out its IT and Teleconnectivity 
Committee, chaired by Sri 
Lakkundi, with an agenda to 
address the many issues facing 
the IT industry and to bring 
stakeholders together. 

To this end a core team was 
established to engage with the 
Ministry of Communications and 
Information to discuss pending 
and existing regulations and how 
they impact on doing business 
here. One such policy was GR 82, 
which requires foreign companies 
operating in Indonesia to set up 
local data centers.

In May, we worked with the 
US Chamber of Commerce to 
organize the “Digital Trade and 
Cross Border Data Conference,” 
which looked at the current 
situation with regard to data 
centers, and discussed the 
policies needed to strengthen 
Indonesia’s digital economy. 

Mari Pangestu, then Minister of 
Tourism and Creative Economy, 
opened the conference, which 
was attended by a wide-range of 
Indonesian government officials 
from the communications, industry 
and trade ministries. 
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National Food Security 

Food security remains a hot-
button issue in Indonesia. And 
the government’s protectionist 
policies are of some concern to 
foreign agriculture businesses 
attempting to do business here.

In 2014, AmCham launched the 
Indonesia Food Security Forum 
(FKPI), a project that discussed 
important issues related to food 
security. FKPI met with Director 
General of Domestic Trade, 
Srie Agustina and some of her 
colleagues from the Ministry of 
Trade. The FKPI mission was led 
by its chair, Ratih Puspitasari of 
Cargill. 

The objective of the 
meeting was to open lines of 
communication and exchange 
information and viewpoints on the 
food industry. The FKPI’s main 
concern is the availability and 
affordability of food products as 
well as their nutritional value. The 
FKPI is to propose a road map to 
the new government in early 2015 
that will provide industry specific 
recommendations. 

The ASEAN Economic 
Community 2015

The removal of trade barriers 
within the ASEAN Economy 
Community (AEC) by the end of 
2015 will potentially have a huge 
impact on business throughout 
the region. In 2014, AmCham’s 
ASEAN Committee, chaired by 
Shanti Shamdasani of Johnson & 
Johnson, worked on a number of 
programs to prepare for the AEC. 

On August 13, the committee 
hosted a luncheon featuring 
Ambassador I Gusti Agung Wesaka 
Puja, the Director General for 
ASEAN Cooperation at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. At the session, 
the Ambassador gave an update 
of Indonesia’s preparations for the 
AEC. He noted that Indonesia, as 
the biggest economy in ASEAN, is 
still reluctant to open its economy, 
a fact that has drawn concerns 
within ASEAN. Other issues such 
as the labor market were also 
discussed at the meeting. 

Indonesia is still in 
something of a regulatory 
muddle with regard to 
e-commerce

ADvocAcY



Engagement with local 
associations and government 
officials has allowed AmCham 
to see issues and ideas from an 
Indonesian perspective, while 
working with fellow chambers of 
commerce has amplified our input 
over regulations that concern our 
membership.

Of vital importance to AmCham 
and its members is the issue of 
direct foreign investment (FDI). To 
this end, AmCham has taken a 
strategic approach by engaging 
with local stakeholders such 
as the Indonesian Employers 
Association (Apindo) and 
the Indonesian Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (Kadin). 
“We have found that generally, 

all investors, including Indonesian 
investors, are actually facing 
the same challenges, either 
in the fields of regulatory or 
infrastructure,” said AmCham 
Indonesia Managing Director 
Andrew White. 

“Through many discussions 
with Apindo and Kadin, AmCham 
has found similarities as well as 
gaining additional knowledge on 
particular challenges.” 

Following the official 
announcement of Joko 
Widodo becoming Indonesia’s 
president, Apindo presented its 

“Economic Road Map” containing 
recommendations for Jokowi 
and his Vice President Jusuf 
Kalla. AmCham Indonesia is 
proud to have partnered with 
Apindo to provide input during the 
preparation of the report.

AmCham has also worked to 
foster closer relationships with 
various government offices and 
officials, in particular with the 
Indonesia Investment Coordinating 
Board (BKPM), which began last 
year with the presentation to the 
government of the groundbreaking 
“Partners in Prosperity” report 
on FDI prepared by Paramadina 
Public Policy Institute (PPPI), 
Gadjah Mada University and Ernst 
& Young. 

We followed up last year’s 
report with the US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit in November, 
where, under the leadership of 
notable scholar Wijayanto Samirin, 
PPPI prepared an in-depth report 
on FDI with recommendations for 
the new Indonesian government 
entitled, “Indonesia’s New Path: 
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Building Partnerships With 
the Local Community



Promoting Investment, Nurturing 
Prosperity.” The report was released 
at the US-Indonesia Investment 
Summit on November 12. 

 
Engaging With US Stakeholders
 
Indonesia and the US are important 
trading partners, and throughout 
2014, AmCham played a pivotal role 
in bringing the two countries closer. 
AmCham provides key information on 
the Indonesian economy and politics 
to visiting US officials and in October 
hosted a breakfast briefing with Dr 
Rodney Ludema, the chief economist 
for the US State Department, during 
his visit to Jakarta. We also closely 
engage with officers from the US 
Embassy in Jakarta. 

On June 6, representatives from 
AmCham Indonesia participated in a 
discussion hosted by US Ambassador 
Robert Blake on the geothermal 
sector. Issues such as electricity 
tariff reform, increasing the capacity 
of regional government bodies and 
officials in relation to geothermal 
projects, increasing the availability 
and quality of existing geological data 
relating to geothermal working areas 
and the rationalization of the permit-
approval process were all discussed. 

We also participated in the 
Ambassador’s visit to Yogyakarta 
in October under the theme “Doing 
Business With the USA.”

Fellow Foreign Chambers

Foreign investors doing business in 
Indonesia, whatever their nationality, 
face the same general challenges. 
Presenting a united voice gives 
greater impact to our concerns, and to 
that end we have engaged with fellow 
foreign chambers in Indonesia such 
as the US-ASEAN Business Council, 
EuroCham, BritCham, KoCham and 
the International Business Chamber 
of Commerce (IBC). In December, 
we signed an MOU with KoCham to 
foster greater cooperation

We actively participated in joint 
chamber discussions on the common 
issues facing foreign investors, 
including the negative investment 
list, the electricity tariff, Indonesian 
labeling requirements and the Halal 
Bill. 
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As in all democracies, the 
media plays an important role in 
informing and formulating public 
opinion in Indonesia. This is why 
AmCham Indonesia in 2014 was 
dedicated to fostering a good 
relationship with Indonesia’s 
media.

Building on the example of its 
long-standing relationship with the 
BeritaSatu Media Group, publisher 
of the Jakarta Globe newspaper, 
AmCham Indonesia went on 
something of a media tour in 
2014.

In June, we visited the widely 
respected Koran Tempo. This 
was followed in July by a visit to 
The Jakarta Post. Rounding off 
the year, we met with editors at 
Kompas, the largest and most 
influential newspaper in Indonesia.

At the three meetings, AmCham 
and the respective editorial boards 
exchanged ideas and information 
on issues of importance to both 
sides, ranging from business 

MEET ThE MEDIA MEET ThE MEDIA

AmCham Reaches Out to the Local Press

to the economy and politics. 
AmCham was keen to convey its 
key message about the positive 
impact of the large investments 
made by US companies in 
Indonesia, and that the US was 
the largest investor in Indonesia 
from 2004 to 2012, according 
to last year’s groundbreaking 
“Partners in Prosperity” report. 

AmCham came away from 
the meetings with a greater 
appreciation for the views of 
the local press and a desire to 
reach out consistently and build 
good relationships with them. 
Our delegation was struck by the 
willingness of all three publications 
to engage with us as a source of 
opinion and commentary on policy 
issues affecting our members. 

As the voice of US investors 
in Indonesia, AmCham has a 
duty to convey the views of 
those investors to Indonesian 
stakeholders through the media. 
An established and friendly 
relationship with the media can 
only help with this. The AmCham 
message is this: we are only a 
phone call away and we want to 
comment on important issues. 

One immediate benefit was that 
in August, AmCham was asked 
by The Jakarta Post to provide 
an op-ed piece for its weekend 
issue. This was in addition to the 
AmCham op-eds that have been 
published by the Jakarta Globe 
over the last couple of years. 

The Jakarta Post, BeritaSatu 
and Bloomberg TV Indonesia all 
joined November‘s US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit as media 
sponsors. 

AmCham Indonesia is also a 
source of information for the local 
and foreign electronic media. 
In 2014, Managing Director 
Andrew White gave TV interviews 
to Reuters TV, the Australia 
Network, CNBC, the BBC, CNBC 
Asia, Bloomberg and MNC TV. 
AmCham is also a regular source 
of comment for stories that appear 
in the New York Times, Financial 
Times, Wall Street Journal and 
major wire services. 
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oPINIoN MAkERS

Understanding the real story 
behind the scenes is of vital 
importance when doing business 
in any country. To this end, 
AmCham Indonesia, through a 
series of exclusive meetings with 
business and political movers 
and shakers, has helped facilitate 
engagement between its members 
and Indonesian opinion leaders. 

In order to keep abreast of 
important trends the AmCham 
leadership also meets privately 
with leading political and business 
figures to discuss trends that 

Exclusive Meetings With 
Opinion Makers

shape the policy environment. In 
the fast-changing climate of an 
election year, we were kept busy 
trying to make sense of things on 
behalf of our members.

In the build-up to the 
presidential elections in July, 
AmCham felt it was of the utmost 
importance to understand the 
economic and business platforms 
of the two presidential candidates, 
Joko Widodo and Prabowo 
Subianto. 

On June 12, AmCham 
Indonesia had the honor of 

meeting with Pramono Anung, 
a senior politician with Jokowi’s 
party, the PDI-P. During an hour-
long dinner, Pramono who was at 
that time a Deputy Speaker of the 
House of Representatives (DPR), 
shared his thoughts on Jokowi’s 
leadership style and what policies 
would be followed under his 
leadership. 

In the same month, AmCham 
also meet with Kuntoro 
Mangkusubroto, the head of the 
Presidential Unit for Development, 
Supervision and Oversight (UKP4). 

During a friendly discussion, 
Kuntoro shared his personal 
opinions regarding the two 
presidential candidates and what 
the implications were whichever 
man became president. This was 
invaluable in helping members 
to better understand the political 
decision making process. 

On July 21, AmCham hosted a 
buka puasa, or fast breaking, with 
then Minister of Trade Muhammad 
Lutfi, who explained Indonesian 
trade policy but also listened 
to comments and answered 
questions from AmCham 
members about the current and 
future directions of policy.  

In October, AmCham met with 
retired Gen. Luhut Panjaitan, 
a special advisor and part of 
President Jokowi’s transition 
team. During the two-hour lunch 
meeting, Luhut shared insights 
into the policies and direction 
that would be taken by the new 
administration, not only in the 
fields of business and politics but 
also on education, foreign affairs 
and domestic security. 

As a leading advocate for US 
business interests in Indonesia, 
AmCham looks forward to 
providing even more opportunities 
for dialogue between its members 
and political and business leaders 
in 2015. 

We look forward to 
providing even more 
opportunities for dialogue
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Indonesian Law Firm 
of the Year

2014, 2013, 2012, 
2008, 2007, 2006

SSEK Legal Consultants was established in 1992 and is now one of the largest 
corporate and commercial law firms in Indonesia and one of the most highly regarded 
firms in the country. SSEK advises leading multinational and domestic companies 
across a range of practice areas, including M&A, oil and gas, mining, energy, and 
the full range of corporate and financial services. SSEK was recognized as the 2014 
Indonesian Law Firm of the Year by Who’s Who Legal and was named the 2013 
Indonesian Law Firm of the Year by Chambers Asia. We have the experience and 
expertise to help clients minimize risk and achieve their business goals.
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Mayapada Tower, 14th Floor - Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 28, Jakarta 12920, Indonesia
Tel +62 21 5212038     Fax +62 21 5212039     Email info@ssek.com
Web www.ssek.com     Blog blog.ssek.com     Twitter @ssek_lawfirm

Linkedin company/ssek-legal-consultants

Managing Partner

Rusmaini Lenggogeni
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IT & Telecommunications
Labor & Employment
Litigation
Mergers & Acquisitions
Mining & Natural Resources 
Oil & Gas

Project Finance

Real Estate
Restructuring & Insolvency
Risk Management & Compliance 
Shipping & Logistics
Tax Law

As the year winds to a close, 
AmCham Indonesia has a much 
different look and feel than it did 
only a few short years ago. The 
membership has grown past 
600, our profile in the community 
is higher than ever and we are 
taken seriously as the advocate 
of choice for American business 
with the Indonesian government 
and our partners and friends in 
local chambers of commerce, 
media and academe. We are 
familiar visitors on Capitol Hill in 
Washington, DC and our advice is 
widely sought after on policy and 
business issues here and abroad.

November’s US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit is a case in 
point. The first gathering of major 
investors to meet with the new 
government of President Joko 
Widodo saw a great response 
from US companies and an eager 
turnout from cabinet ministers 
and other officials. It hopefully 

set a new tone of partnership 
and cooperation between foreign 
investors and the government. 

During a period of exciting 
growth, AmCham has been led by 
Managing Director Andrew White. 
With experience in Indonesia 
and a long career in corporate 
communications behind him, 
Andrew came to AmCham in 
2012 and quickly put his mark on 
the organization, implementing 
the board’s vision of building 
a dynamic and authoritative 
advocacy body supported by our 
members and the biggest US 
investors in Indonesia. 

With the right resources behind 
us, under Andrew’s leadership we 
became active with our door-
knock visits to Washington, DC, 
a series of effective advocacy 
activities, studies on US 
investment, involvement in APEC 
2013 and this year’s investment 
summit. He effectively mobilized 

Farewell to Andrew White 
our dedicated board and members 
to put AmCham on the map.

With these accomplishments in 
mind, in 2014 we also bid farewell 
to Andrew, who is departing after 
three years at the helm to pursue 
other opportunities. Andrew 
leaves behind an organization he 
has helped transform. We wish 
him great success. 

With Andrew’s departure, it is 
time to greet our new Managing 
Director, A Lin Neumann.  Lin is 
well known to many people in 
Indonesia as the founding editor 
of the Jakarta Globe newspaper 
from 2008 to 2012. He was a 
journalist for many years, with 
stints as a senior editor in the 
US, Hong Kong and South Korea 
and a long reporting career in the 
Philippines and elsewhere in the 
region. In recent years he has 
been a TV host and a consultant 
on corporate communications and 
political risk based in Jakarta. 

We hope all of our members 
and partners get to know Lin and 
welcome him into the family as 
he puts his stamp on the next 
chapter of the AmCham Indonesia 
story. 
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For 37 years, AmCham has been 
representing and promoting US 
business interests and values, 
advocating for clear, consistent, 
evidence-based policies and best 
business practices. To better 
facilitate this, the executive office 
provides direct support for the 
leadership, members and other 
key stakeholders, as well as 
coordinating technical support for 
their activities. 

Your 2014-2015 Membership 
Directory showcases our 
610 members, representing 
382 organizations including 
multinational companies, small- 
and medium-sized enterprises, 
not-for-profits, educational 
and governmental institutions 
and entrepreneurs comprising 
35+ nationalities. This diversity 
necessitates a broad program. 
In response to our growth (an 
increase of 56 percent in five 
years), staffing in 2014 has 
expanded to include a new 
Communications Manager and 
two Junior Policy Associates. 

In 2014 we supported a number 

what we do

of prestige events, including our 
Digital Trade and Cross Border 
Data Flows Conference in May, 
the US-Indonesia Investment 
Summit in November and the 
annual Thanksgiving Day “Kalkun” 
Golf Tournament, as well as the 
120+ regular events, programs, 
and meetings we hosted, to 
which we welcomed almost 3,000 
guests. 

Half of these meetings were 
arranged by our hard-working 
committees, whose leadership 
worked tirelessly to examine 
issues, identify speakers, develop 
programs, and obtain information 
that brought value to our 
membership. I strongly encourage 
every AmCham member to get 
involved in at least one committee 
in 2015. 

The executive office also led 
the implementation of a variety of 
programs in 2014 to benefit the 
membership and the community: 
scholarships for member 
employees, member discounts 
for conferences and member 
businesses, outreach missions, 

opportunities for volunteerism, 
disaster response, supporting 
our advocacy strategy and other 
activities to raise the profile of US 
business.  

Finally, a word of thanks and 
appreciation to the dedicated 
AmCham Indonesia staff for all 
their hard work in 2014. This has 
been one of our busiest years 
yet, and the AmCham team of 
Tari, Rila, Vita, Mary, Mirsha, 
Gilang, Bella, and Amanda did 
a remarkable job in ensuring all 
of our activities were completed 
to the highest standards. Also, 
a thank you to Tini, Admin and 
Dedy for keeping us in order and 
getting us where we needed to be 
on time, and to Agha and Irma for 
their tireless commitment to the 
numbers. I am extremely proud 
of all of them for getting the job 
done. 

By Sarah Howe, AmCham Indonesia 
Executive Director

The AmCham Indonesia team, from left: Andrew White, Rila Sjahrila N, Sarah Howe, Tini, Admin, A Lin Neumann, Paul Goddard, Vita Antasari, Deddy, Mary R Silaban, 
Astari Sutjiningtyas 
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